PROFILE
Falitec International is a specialized manufacturer
of high performance Electro Optic EO systems
and solutions renowned globally for
reliability, which capitalizes on
mechanical, electro-optical and thermal
engineering.
Specialist engineering teams with
experience in various
disciplines of engineering
(mechanical, electronic,
optical, and software),
strive on providing
innovative, effective
and efﬁcient
solutions to the
defence and
security
sectors.

BORDER PROTECTION:
Border surveillance and protection requires continuous day
and night vision large area scanning systems capable of
detecting, tracking and recognizing unauthorized intruders.

CITY
SURVEILLANCE:
Citywide
surveillance that
support law
enforcement’s
objectives

MARKETS
The need for high security and safety is on the
rise. Falitec’s leading expertise, Day and
night vision systems, provide the solution
for clients in many sensitive sectors.
The EO / IR systems manufactured by
Falitec International are proven for a
variety of Homeland Security
missions, including protection of
Airports, Seaports, Military sites,
Harbors, Coastlines, Borders,
Critical Asset Installations and
more. Falitec’s wide product
line includes comprehensive
short-medium-long range
day/night scanning,
observation and
surveillance solutions
for varied Homeland
Security missions.

PERIMETER
PROTECTION:
Intrusion
detection systems
protecting civil
as airports and
shipping ports

SENSITIVE SITES/CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE:
Long-range surveillance systems ideal
for safeguarding critical infrastructure
with the ability to monitor perimeters of
these premises with reliable and high
performance solutions.

NAVAL/MARITIME:
Gyro-stabilised cameras
combined with radars guarding
maritime assets and coastal areas
that can support to detect sea
threats and piracy.

TECHNOLOGIES
Falitec International designs and markets
best in class vision systems that are the
highest quality and apply latest technologies.
Precision optronic solutions from UV to LWIR:
night and all weather vision technology
that delivers a broad spectrum of
thermal imaging and near-IR security
products, which are time-tested
and ﬁeld-proven.

Latest optical technology and infrared
thermal imaging solutions provide
every piece of the puzzle for detection,
recognition, and identiﬁcation tasks day or night.
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